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PREFACE

The National Dissemination Leadership Project (NDLP) is

the sponsor of three-topical conferences for State Education

Agency (SEA) personnel who are assigned to dissemination activi-

ties. The purpose: to inform them of the wide variety-of infor-

'nation resources now available; to infprm them of.lbrobleth-solving

techniques; and to give them an opportunity to share concerns,

practices and needs. perhaps most important, the SEA repr6senta-
_,

tives, after close'study of the topic unddr consideration'', pro-

duced a series of recommendations aimed at improving current,

practices.

The first of these topical conferences focused on extra-
/

ERI -)=bources MidDecember 13-14', 1976, in Portland,

,Oregon. The second conference, "Coordinating the SEA Dissemina-

tion Program," was held February 8-9, 1977, in Providence, Rhode'

Island. The third topical conference considered "Linker Training

Processes," and was 'held in Columbia, South Carolina, 1,,Irch 3-4,

1977.

.
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LINKER TRAINING PROCESSES
FOR THE .STATE EDUCATION AGENCY

DISSEMINATION SYSTEM

-Introduction.

Despite two decades of federal investment in eduCation

research, there is no formal system for getting the results of

research into the nation's classrooms. In almost every piece

of federal education legislation, there is talk of disseminating

.the results -- but still no system or mechanism exists. This

situation was documented by the Interstate Project on Dissethi-

nation,AIPOD), a joint venture by seven State Education AgenbieS

that was funded by the National Institute of Education.

Based'on'the report and the expressed concerns of State
!

./

Dissemination Representatives, the National Dissemination Leader-

ship Project-iNDbi4-conduci-e -t-tard-al dissemination confer-

enoes -- on Resource Bases, Management, and Li4IngiAgents. This

paper covers the third of these meetings held March 3-4 in.

Columbia, Sou Carolina.

.

The conference brought to4ether disseminatiorf represents-

tives.from 34 states, as well as representatives of research in-

stitutions and several nationally-known experts in dissemination

and information systeths. The purpose Of the meeting,was to ex- .

change notes on'relat4ve experiences indissemination while fur-

ther refining ideas about the goals, selection and training of

linking agents. .(-

J
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From Laboratory,to Classroom

-e
Dissemination as a process, means bridging-the gap betw4en

research and praCtice: Perhaps publications synthesizing research t

could accomplish this. So Could"; perhaps, a computeriaz& infor-,
.°

10

+s
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mation system where recent documents and journal articles
I,

wodlci

be available. But in actuality, they havent.

Over the .past five years, education disSeminaticn experts.
' ,.

have increasingly turned7their attention taa persoh -- rolled

-
variously a linking agent; extension agent, field agerit,,change*

:agent, etc. -- who could bridge this gap. Why is an individual

needed? .Because, asthe IPOD report pointed out,-dissemina4on
$

must be a "two-way communication." PublitatiOns or other infor-
-

illation systems obviously don't meet fhis st ndard. Secondly, re-
.

search i educational dissemination sugg ts that person to-per-

son contact,is the most effective means of dissemination. Pub-

lications can spread the work and make people aware bf issues,

ideas and innovations. But on something as complex as solving.a..,

schoql system problem"pr changing an educational program,. inter-
, .

action betweentrrofessionals is needed.'

2

Working'ModelS Exist -*
,.,', .' 4

. 3,
f r ;

Fartu atelY, there are working models for linkingag/ent.
,

The agricult al research and development system has for years

.

relied on its' county extension agents to link the farmer with the

latest in agricultural:innovations, For the farmer, the eaten ---
,, ,

,

sion a gent-is &2source af'infOrmation, a problem solver and an
,

expert, consultant.

4
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Reflecting,, on this concept, Reps. John grademas, D-Ind.,

and Albert Quie, R-Minn., Chairman and ranking Republican on the
,

House Subcommittee on Select Education Programs, suggedted that

the National Institute of Education try out a similar system of

extension agents. quie itKessedlthat an'extension agent should

be a professional, not an outsider who would seem to be imposing.

his ideas on a ,Iocal school system.

Several.State Departments of Education and a few research

institutions 'have tried out some f of linking agent, but for

most states, it is still more of a co cept than a reali

Linking Roles Vary

The Columbia, South Carolina meeti nsored by NDLp

gave state dissemination leaders opportu it o hear about

various linking roles/rand describe their own\exp ences in
ing research to practice. It should, be noted hat here 'is no

consensus that'linking agents are necessary for,an fective state

dissemination program. Many dissemination .direct\ rs,s e the link-

ing agent'as-a promising, i..1.intried means of diss mina icn, but
\,,

others believe it would be too expensive and unwiel fCr, state

to fund a series of linking agents. Even those who b lievt

linking agents support quite different systems. For e ample,

one state may support linking agehts who are housed in he State

Education Agency and who travel to tile districts, while = nother

may help support persons housed in lotal agencies or irite mediate
t

7
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units who are designated as linkers in the state di5semination.

pystem. So, while this paper covers the various views on linking

agents,, it should not be taken as evidence that most or all the

participants see linkers asthe only answer. 4

Since the confere nce was designed so that 'all could air

their concerns as well as hear the.views of others, the conferees

first broke up into small groups of,about 10 persons.-' These.

"family groups",as they were called, formed a home base for the
, .

partkcipants since they returned to their original groups sev-,

eral times during the meeting. Each group had. a leader and a

recorder. In'addition, the expeit consultants rotated,among the

groups to share insight:6 with all the participants.

.11

4,

.4

Change as a Process
.

The conferende also heard a presentation on the theory of

dissemination by Dr. Herbert Lionberger, a rural sociologist

from the Univetsity of Missouri. and a well-known expert on dgri-

cultural.dissethination. Lionberger desdribed the classic five

stepein dissemination -- awareness, information,
'

evaluation,
.

,

trial and'adopti6n. This process-suggests that an effective dis-

semination systet must be multi-faceted. As such, specialized

pub4cations.can make farmers-aware of new ideas or techhiques in

agriculture, but a county extension agent can provide thee exper-

tise to help him evaluate an innovation. A system that helps

with only one or two steps pf the process can not be truly ef-

fective,- he said.
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The five-ste process ale/ suggests that adoption doeSn't

come quickly or uni ormly. For example, farmers musts have,enough

information'beiOre hey can evaluate and try out a new technique.

This, of'course, takes time. And some farmers are alwqyzinnova-

t

P

tors compared o their competitors. They aggressively, tseek out

new ideas and are receptive to innovations. All these points in

agriculture have parallel applications to education, Lionberg

noted.

er

.4,

Local Research has Credibility

f
. \

,

..... In a special evening.session, Lionberger alb honed ill on
,..,

. ..
. ,

what is Na key difference between the, two systems. In agric lture.

db wetl-as-ih-tedid±ne, innovations and-new prbductp comet om

the scientific community.' They are developed, and test bylsdien-
f

-tists and only then are they passedpn to Practitioners. Thus, the

agriculturaflinkers link the scientific Community with the farmer.

But in education, innovations are increasingly bein§-Nde-

velbped locally. The U.S. Office of_EducationSP National Difft-
i

sion Network was explicitly set up to help spread loCally developed

7°N,

innovations, as oppbsed to ideas or_techniques originating in
'

Sv

universities or education labs. Lionberger suggested thateduca-
,

tional-dissemination should make more, use of university experts

d researchers, but other participants maintained that innovations

:I eloped loclly were not lesser in quality. In fact, the local

input helpedto establish their credibility as-workable innovations,

they*sa2d.

9M.
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Interpersonal Communication Necessary

Later in the meeting, William Paisley of Stanford University

described IWw the linking agent concept has evolved among educa-

tionaltional dissemination experts. In the mid-1960's, the U.S. Office

of Education (USOE)' set up the Education Resources Information,Cen-
,

ter, better known as ERIC, as a computerized store house of journal

articles and research reports 1-e\ated to education. ERIC operates

'through 16 subject-oriented clearinghouses located across the

country, with the entire. system tied into one computer network.

ERIC represented a,,dramatic step forwardpfor education dissemina-

tion, but there was one immediately appareelt problem, Paisley

said, speaking frot his*experience as a clearinghbuse director.

Ipte set -up the store and nobody came,"- he said, ERIC remained
r

largely a tool for researchers who would take the time to search

through micro - filmed abstracts in a library.

In'the late 1960's, USOE began synthesizing research on ..

special topics which was then published in a series of PRE15. re-

ports. top, was a step forward and was well-received bye'

many state departments, But PREP also fell short' as a-total dis-,

semination strategy. Dissemination/diffution experts say innova-

tions are adopted or a change takes place only-after the five -step
, ..

process -- iareness, gathering infbrm ion, evaluation, trial
.0\ ..

. and-adoption.
i

At .best, ERIC and PREP were fulfilling the first

two of these .steps.

4'
10
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By the early 1970's, when.the newly- created National In-
.

stitute of'Education took' ver ERIC, the talk was of "needs sen-

/
sing.' TheldiSseminatioft system had to respond better to the

f
\\\ y needs in the field. But this too proved to be,somewhat of a

dead ena, Paisley-said, because ERIC and NIE,dould not really

respond to the vast number of veiy specific needs. However, a-

person -- an information broker -- coAlld. This,ptrson could truly

,)

, .

' ink the needs of the client with their resource base: Paisley
.

added that'al6ng the way, the knowledge base has moved away from

the center-of-the model's. Teachers centers, for _example, have

qhowit that effective disseminatio n cah take pol.dce while the know-

ledge 'base remains far in the background:

The Linking Agent' t.

This' theoretical base brings 'us- back to. the Columbiameet-
! ,

,- ing. There, state dissemination and others had-
` ,

a chancd:to compare rotes odisseminAion developments in other

states and at the same time describe and define various,formSIof
, !

.

i 1

linkage and lihker. .i.oles. In thb small groups,_ the_ confereeS
. r 4 . :

considered several questions!, Whit are various forms of li age? tisk.
.

. -
: i

1What is a linking agent? What qUalities'woufa you look for.p.n

. '

selecting-a person to fig that position? 'How should linking
1

agentS be. trained? is

Linker Qualificatibns

The. list of qualities ofabilities for a good
--

, '

aluded: communicates well, is also a good 4..stener, not a Sales-

c
b

14%
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man but a problem solver, is able to synthesize information, can

.help clarify needs,' is a seeker of information, a "walking ref-

erence manual," understands the politics of school systems,and

can feel at home with both researchers and practitioners. This

is a rather formidable list of skills and qualities. In fact,

one partici nt vSent as far asto suggest that the success'of

linking agents will be based 90 percent on selection and 10 per-

cent on training. However, Paisley argued that some states may

err by setting standards that are too high. -Many of the desired

skilli' would require years of training. It would bebetter, he

saidi.to let linking agents grow into.their positions, rather
4

than reqUiring an laborate selection 4and training process for a

role that is still largely unknown.

..j

Linker Background

A second question is should the linker be a specialist in

one subject-or a generalist? Several participants suggested

th4t state curriculum specialists could make ideal linking agents.

Common sense .also. would indicate. that amAth spedialistxould be

best equipped to help math teachers, while someone with-no math
.

"background woptd,be lost. However, those with,more experience in

dissemination said their p rams'have increasingly relied on gen-
,

eralists. The key qualities of the linking agent -- ability to
.

communicate, clarify needs and search out1 useful information

prove more, important than specific. subject knowledge.' Others

....../

12
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O

said their, state began with a series' of subject-matter special-
,

'ists who, over time, were able to branch out into other fields.

Linker&ole

Should the linker be a "neutral, broleee'or an advocate Of
.

change and innovation? There was some disagreemedt on,this point.

Many of trie current linking agents in- education those'oper447'

ing from research centers or through USOE'sNational Diffusion

Network, are advocates of particular innovations. But the link-

ing agent, ideally, should not be'seen as a marketing agent or
o

salesman_ for 'some innovations, as perhaps an,agricult4alagent

-'might advocate a neybrid of corn, Some suggested'thgt a link=
,

ers credibility would be damaged if hip success depended, on mar
.

keting innovations. "The goal is solving problems or improving

prOgrams, not in adopting innovations,"Said.David,crandall of

tthe Networ f Innovative Schools. However, as Paisley pointed

out, even if, the linkeiis merely helping to find the best solu=-
-'e-64c

tion,toia problem and build commitment to that solution, he must 0

ineviteb17,, rtovi dowh the alternatives and put together-arguments,
,in.favor of particular optio

linkers," e said.

"There can be no totally neqtral

Linker 14arginality
i t f

--:--, ,

One concern of many participants was'what would happen once
. . ,

,

. linking agents got on the job. Some predicted that without regular

O

,

13
)
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"nurturing," the attrition,rqte Wo ld be hilgh. Ronald Havelock,

.

of the UniVersity'of Michigan, argued that t1e problem was the

linking agent's "marginality." In other words, "you're a margi-'

Aal person for both staWdepartments and local schbolsystems."

You can't,claim -to be a researcher, either. Since thelinking

agent i
N
s.by definitiOn "an interface bdtween two worlds,"there

"isn't a home for linking agents to return to." Witholit "clear

definitions of what we're trying to do and some institutional

reality . . the linkers will fade back into their respective

worlds -- research or school systems," HavelockQpredicted.

Others like Sam Sieber, a consultant from the Virgin Is-

lands, saw marginality as much less of a problem and, in fact,

it
argued. that this dould be one of, the attractions of the job.

, .:

'After alli'as a linker you're Ithe one who attends all theicon-
J

ference's, Visits school districts across the states and can tell

the superintendent what,all his counterparts are doing," Sieber
4

said. - "The linker may seem marginal at first, bxit he soon be-
.

comeAwa very important person."
II

, , 4,

)', s , 1,\,

ModdlSiare Deceptive

Silber agreed that-the key skill for a linker is the

ability to "manage contingencies." He must be "able to adjust °

rapidly to changing situations, organizational problemS and shift-

ing resources." Sieber was critical of elaborate models for des-
,

cribing the linker's role or detailed strategies for training

linkers, since prescriptivemodels ar training. schemes can never

14
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.really capture the essence of.the roke, especially when it is

still in a state. of film.

As a parting'-thought, Sieber and Crandall suggested that

state departments "get something in motion." There is sufficient

dissemination research to prove that linking agentS are a promi-:

sing means of disSemination. The next step is simply to try it.

Research models.br'prescribed training strategies cannot encom-

pass the varying situations due to the different structures and

personalities of state departments. "These are not all myster-:

icus roles," Crandall said. State.curriculum specialists, public
74

%

information officers And other stste.agents may now be carrying
4

out similar tasks uhder.a.diffrent name. "There,may not turn

out to be a tremendous, gap between now.andthd future linking

agent set,-up," he said.

A linking° agent's role "will nev.P be. diagrammed complete-

1y," AesSlidreirDissemination prograqis in many state agencies
'"

-ate iadw using linking agents. These linking agents will learn

about the,pb as they g6 along, as will the state dissem-

ination directors. As Crandall concluded, the important step is

Ito 'get Lt started."

Conference Outcomes

Before adjourning on March 4, the dissemination represents-

tives and consuctants got together one last time in their small'

discussion groups. -In doing so, they listed some of what they

A

1.5
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4
learned at the, meeting. The lessons and recommendations that

follow
.
Show that the Columbia meeting was not a political gath9r-

ing deSigned to_formulate a singleresolution for all to stand

on, but a learning experience fbr many with different needs and

concerns. As 'one participant put it, "We may of wave the'an-

swer, but we are asking the right questions.." The following are,

simple but important statements about the emerging concept of

linking the resource base and the practitioner.

LEARNINGS OR OUTCOMES OF THE FAMILY GROUPS

sl. We have been,discounting the history of this effort ..--.
:raccomplishments should belauded. %,

. ,, -
4

2. . Tcere,is a lacok-of.commork, loaguage and common perception -1-
we need to define terms.

-,

J

3. We ca learn from linkage in other fields.

4. "Linker Activities" are not unique-to "linkers."

5. Although there is a good conceptual framework for the linker
role, there are concerns about the type of background the linker
should have.

6. Probably the most important qualification far a succesSful
linker is an extraordinary amount of "PeopleeAse or sensitivity."

.

7. Linkage is a complex process which' is presently being defined
!

0
by and in the 'real world.

. ,.

.

0 8., Model is descriptive, not normative,.

.

9. Various client groups have widely varying heeds to which-the
linker/field agent ought to be sensitive.

10. The objective of the linker,should be to help their clients
develop knowledge acquisition and utilization skills, rather than
to-promote adoption.

. 1 -
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i.
11. There are numerous linkage functions/roles T they can (should).
bib developed, installed, and managed separately'and even indepen-
dently. 4'w . - -

.

lo

,12. Therefare alternative linker models in development.

13. All linkers are not sustained under a formal Structure.-
A

14. There are ny organizational alternatives to accomplish
"'linkage.". ,

i',

.4,

'15.15. Consider ways to 'indrease effectiveness of specialists in the
SEA, 'EA/ and LEA systems.

16. Thelie,is no
. sm solpti.en to the "transformation" process.ips1

-'

. 17. det decision-makers utilize more information and-rationale
p.ri making (process decisions.

.

V3;, °T e.sucoess of a. linkage program seems to be based upon the
aPacity of the client and the of=pvelopersto use it. '

,

19. Linker training is 1poth a desocialization as well .as a,
Socialization prodess.

--N-/
20. "Ptascriptions" far linkertraining-are not practical',

/:
,

21. "Ask-'-the,linker" to learp from him/het. ,,,,
.

.,.
.

22. We (experts -and linkers) don't have all-the answers, maybe
,weare not asking the right questions.'

23. There are-a number of resouices (for training)° available.

24. There has been little progress in the development of material
and'concepts during the.last 3-5 years.'

25. Communications between and among states is vital:'
A L,

26. After all is said and done, there appear to be more questions
than answers and there seems to'be no one Way (which is flood) .'

*note - the original list fromach group is available from CCSSO.

"1 7
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